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Stellar, Francesco, Alice, Maria, & 

Daisy all arrived for the spring  

semester to the United States  

welcomed by their loving and  

excited host families.  



HAPPY HOLIDAYS! 
Students spent the holiday season with their 

host families. They experienced many  

American traditions and customs.  

Eva Albert enjoys the holiday spirit! 

Xabier & matching family pajamas! 

Denis enjoying the holidays. 

Joan & his friends hang with Santa! 

Cristina helps decorate the tree 



Celia with her friends! 

Cristina goes snow tubing! 

Ines goes skiing with friends! 
Judith enjoying a break from the slopes. 

Sofia & friends hit the slopes! 

Francesco braves the ice! 



Many of our students have joined clubs and ath-

letics at their high schools. Sofia joined cheer 

and she plays hockey, Paula is on the swim 

team, and Xabier loves playing basketball. 



Many of our students were able to experience professional  

sporting events including American football and basketball—two 
sports that generate the most interest. Abril went to a Pitt  

University football game, Denis went to an Atlanta Falcons game, 
Leire went to see the Kansas City Chiefs, and Maria Sola went to 

a Denver Nuggets basketball game. 





Some would say there is no home without 

a loving pet to happily greet you.  

Carolina, Leire, Maria, Raquel, and Subin 

are certainly enjoying their fur-siblings! 



MORE OF OUR  

FAVORITE PICTURES! 

Bomhee and Carme in NYC, Times Square! 
Eva Albert at the Lincoln Memorial. 

Ines spending time with friends. Eva Belen lining up her shot at Top Golf. 

 



Ines at Disney! 

Maria Sola 

playing the 

guitar! 

Taehui went to the Zoo. 

Valeria and Eva Belen enjoying a 
night of Hibachi. 

Xabier with fun 
matching hoodies. 



IN THE 

AnB Education F1 Day School Program offers international  
students  the opportunity to experience American culture under 

high-quality education through attending private and public 
schools and living with local host families.  

 

We provide information about schools throughout the United 
States. Private schools have many advantages: smaller classes, 
a variety of AP (advanced placement) classes, Honors classes, 

low staff turnover rates, good sports/music programs,  
and more!  

AnB is offering scholarships from $1,000—$15,000 depending on 
the school. The deadline is April 29th 2022. 

F1 Day School Program  



F1 Boarding 
School Program  
For students interested in applying to 

boarding schools in the U.S., we offer a 
total solution program. Our Boarding 

School Program consists of assessing 
the applicant, searching for the right 

school, assisting with applications, and 
managing the student after the  

acceptance and while attending school.  
 

We offer a number of schools to choose 
from including Conwell-Egan Catholic 

High School (CEC) in Fairless Hills,  
Pennsylvania where AnB Education runs 

the dormitory.  


